
GH3  Promotions  Signs
Undefeated  Cruiserweight
Adrian Pinheiro
Roseland, NJ (October 4, 2022) –GH3 Promotions is proud to
announce  the  signing  of  undefeated  cruiserweight  Adrian
Pinheiro to a promotional contract.

Pinheiro will be co-promoted with Amaury Piedra.

“We are very excited to add Adrian to our roster. He can
really fight and I believe that he hasn’t even scratched the
surface with the things that he will be able to accomplish,”
said Vito Mielnicki of GH3 Promotions.

“”I am a big fan of Vito Mielnicki. We both are Polish. We
agree on a lot of things, and we both see what kind of future
that I can have, and how we will get to the top, I am excited
to sign with GH3 Promotions. We will do great things together,
and Vito will help take me to the top, and I look forward to
the next chapter of my career.” said Pinheiro.

Pinheiro will go for win number-10 on October 15th when he
takes  on  Lamont  Capers  at  the  Caribe  Royale  in  Orlando,
Florida.

Pinheiro, 25 years-old is 9-0 with all of fights ending in
knockouts. The native Orlando, Florida started boxing at the
age of 19.

Pinheiro was born in Poland, and raised in Brazil. “I always
had an interest in boxing. I did martial arts in Brazil, but I
mostly  played  soccer.  There  were  very  few  boxing  gyms  in
Brazil.”

After high school, Pinheiro moved to the United States where
he had a very brief amateur career where he had just 16 fights
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and amassed a record of 10-6.

“People would pull out of fights against me, but I was able to
win the New England Novice Golden Gloves.

Pinheiro is managed and trained by Tony Blanco. 

“We are very excited to sign with GH3 Promotions. Adrian is
young, and he works very hard. He has an incredible work
ethic  GH3 Promotions will help him get those opportunities
that will make him a star.


